We propose a general capacitive model for an antidot, which has two localized edge states with different spins in the quantum Hall regime. The capacitive coupling of localized excess charges, which are generated around the antidot due to magnetic flux quantization, and their effective spin fluctuation can result in Coulomb blockade, h=2e Aharonov-Bohm oscillations, and the Kondo effect. The resultant conductance is in qualitative agreement with recent experimental data. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.91.266801 PACS numbers: 72.15.Qm, 73.23.Hk, 73.43.-f The Kondo effect arises due to many-body interactions between a localized spin and free electrons [1, 2] . Recently, there has been renewed interest in the effect as it was predicted [3, 4] and observed [5] [6] [7] in quantum dots. In a quantum dot, the localized spin is naturally provided when the dot has an odd number of electrons.
The Kondo effect arises due to many-body interactions between a localized spin and free electrons [1, 2] . Recently, there has been renewed interest in the effect as it was predicted [3, 4] and observed [5] [6] [7] in quantum dots. In a quantum dot, the localized spin is naturally provided when the dot has an odd number of electrons.
Quantum antidots in the integer quantum Hall regime have attracted recent interest in connection with experimental observations of the charging effect [8] , h=2e Aharonov-Bohm (AB) oscillations [8, 9] , and Kondolike signatures [10] . In these systems, localized quantum Hall edge states are formed along an equipotential line of a ''potential hill'' which defines the antidot. As in quantum dots, electrostatic interaction of the localized antidot states may give rise to the charging effect. However, the magnetic flux quantization makes the antidots rather intriguing. When magnetic field B changes adiabatically, each single-particle state encircling the antidot moves with respect to the antidot potential, adjusting the enclosed antidot area S in order to keep the flux BS constant [ Fig. 1(b) ]. This electron displacement results in charge imbalance around the antidot, i.e., local accumulation of excess charge qB [9] , which is the source of the charging effect [8] . The accumulated qB is relaxed via single electron resonant tunnelings. These tunneling events occur c times within one AB period B h=eS when the antidot has c localized edge states [11] . Also qB is periodic with the period B.
The origin of the Kondo-like signature in the antidots is not understood yet. One may naively consider that the spin-split single-particle antidot states support a localized spin. However, their SU(2) spin symmetry may be broken by the Zeeman energy and thus they cannot cause the signature. Rather, many-body antidot states may play an important role.
In this Letter, we provide a theoretical model for the Kondo effect in a quantum Hall antidot system. As a natural way to incorporate the charging effect, capacitive interactions of excess charges with different spins are adopted, and the source-drain conductance GB is computed within the model. We find that the effective spin flips of the excess charges can cause the Kondo effect. Within one AB period B, GB can show approximately two normal resonances and one Kondo resonance, consistent with experimental data [10] . The two normal resonant tunneling events, involving spin-down electrons, are evenly spaced with varying B, constituting h=2e AB oscillations, while the normal tunneling of spin-up electrons is Coulomb blockaded. These characteristic features of the resonances result from the interaction between the excess charges with different spins, and they can be tested by measuring conductance and higher cumulants of counting statistics such as shot noise. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup and data in Ref. [10] . The data show a 2e 2 =h plateau ( c 2) of GB with a series of dips, which consist, within one AB period, of two normal AB resonance dips and one intermediate Kondo-like dip [see, e.g., the data around B 1:25 T in the inset of Fig. 1(c) ]. These observations are consistent with the assumption that the antidot states come only from the two spin-split branches of the lowest Landau-level (LL) and that B B. The system has both the localized antidot states and the extended edge states. The antidot Hamiltonian can be written as Since q " and q # are spatially separated from each other and from extended edge states by incompressible regions, one can approximate E AD using an effective capacitance matrix C as
is the total number of electrons with spin occupying the antidot state, Q G is the ''antidotgate'' charge (independent of B), and Q B B gives the dependence on B. C 0 is a classical electrostatic quantity if alternating compressible and incompressible regions [13] are formed around the antidot. In other cases, it is a phenomenological parameter. We have jC "# j < C "" < C ## , since q # is located outer from antidot center than q " due to its higher E Z ; jC "# j is the smallest as it is a mutual capacitance. Because C 0 varies very slowly within one AB period, we will take it as constant. Note that E Z can be counted in the definitions of q and C, as it also causes the displacement and the separation of q 's. Equation (1) is a good approximation for large-size antidots with B B, and it is analogous to the constant interaction (CI) model of quantum dots [14] . As in the CI model, the validity of Eq. (1) is tested within a HartreeFock approximation. Some terms independent of N AD have been ignored in Eq. (1) just like in the CI model. The control of q by B is reminiscent of the charge control by gate voltage in quantum dots.
Coulomb blockade prohibits tunneling unless one of the following conditions is satisfied. First, a normal resonance occurs whenever the antidot Hamiltonian is invariant under a single electron tunneling, i.e.,
Another allowed tunneling process is through a Kondo resonance, in which an electron tunnels into the antidot states and another electron with the opposite spin tunnels out via a virtual state. The condition for this is
Among many available virtual states, the one with the lowest energy (thus with the biggest contribution) is either q " e; q # or q " ; q # e. Assuming the antidot potential varies linearly within the scale of the magnetic length l B h=eB p , q may be approximated as a linear function of B between two adjacent tunneling (i.e., relaxation) events. Since the spatial separation of q " and q # is small compared with their average radius, dq " =dB ' dq # =dB. Therefore, as B increases, the ground state value of (q " ,q # ) evolves parallel to the line of q " q # until it jumps at one of the resonance conditions of Eqs. For both the cases, we choose C ## =C "" 1:2.
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266801-2 266801-2 initial value of q . In the other extreme case 0 (minimum), i.e., C "# 0, the two spin states are completely decoupled and all trajectories are of type (ii). For 0 < < 1, both types are allowed depending on initial q . For larger , more trajectories follow the type (i). We remark that the experimental data [10] are consistent with the type (i): At high temperature, they show h=2e AB oscillations, i.e., evenly spaced dips of GB which appear 2 times per B. As the temperature is lowered, another dip appears approximately once every B. We argue that the experiment is in the parameter regime where type (i) trajectories are prevalent, i.e., 1. The scale that separates the high and low temperature regimes is the Kondo temperature T K . We now describe in detail how the Kondo effect arises in our model. In the vicinity of a Kondo resonance condition, only the two lowest [q " ; q # and q " e; q # ÿ e] and the next two excited states [q " e; q # and q " ; q # ÿ e] of H AD are important; we ignore all the other excited states, which may affect the Kondo effect only slightly as in multilevel quantum dots [15] . Using these four states one can map H AD into the Anderson impurity model, given by a truncated Hamiltonian
creates an electron in the impurity site. The two lowest states constitute the two singly occupied impurity states, while the next two excited states do the empty and doubly occupied states. Defining E empty E AD q " e; q # , we get " E AD q " ; q # ÿ E empty , # E AD q " e; q # ÿ e ÿ E empty , and U " # E AD q " ; q # ÿ e ÿ E empty . Here, " ÿ # behaves as an effective Zeeman energy of the impurity site; 0 at the Kondo resonance condition. H tot can now be mapped into the impurity coupled to the extended edge states by amplitude V i k :
One can estimate energy scales from experimental data. Since only down-spin electrons cause the normal resonances in the type (i) trajectories, we rewrite Eq. (1) as
where C out C ## ÿ jC "# j and C in C "" [16] . One can then easily see that e 2 =C out corresponds to the charging energy (60 eV) measured in Ref. [10] . Note that ÿ , U e 2 =2C out . When the effective Zeeman energy has a finite value, the Kondo resonance is split and suppressed [17, 18] , and thus the Kondo signature of GB can appear only within a certain range B in one AB period B. For 1, the Kondo resonance occurs at q " e=2, and in its vicinity where q " 1=2 ÿ pe, we get pe 2 =C in . From this, one can roughly estimate that e 2 =C in is of the order of 10 eV in the experimental situation [10] , where & 10 eV (the energy scale of zero-bias anomaly), the width B of the Kondo dip ' B=4, and p ' B=B.
The (Fig. 1) , where
We will ignore k dependence of V i k for simplicity. The spin-dependent ÿ 's renormalize the effective Zeeman energy as q " ; q # , as in the quantum dots coupled to ferromagnetic leads [19] . This changes the Kondo resonance condition to E AD q " e; q # e E AD q " ; q # ;
instead of Eq. (4). When Eq. (6) is satisfied, there is no renormalized effective Zeeman splitting so that one can estimate [20] T K ÿU p =2 expU =ÿU, where ÿ ÿ " ÿ # =2. By using 1 and estimating energy scales [21] , we perform the numerical renormalization group (NRG) calculation [2, 22] and find T K 1 eV, which has the same order of magnitude with the zerobias anomaly of the Kondo-like data [10] . Now we derive the conductance at zero temperature and zero bias [4, 23] and T " > 0 for weaker B where G > e 2 =h. Then we can calculate GB for an AB period by using the NRG results of sin 2 obtained for 1. The result (see Fig. 3 ) is in qualitatively good agreement with the experimental data, e.g., the inset of Fig. 1(c) .
As shown in Fig. 3 , G " has a Kondo peak, while G # shows a mixture of two normal and one intermediate Kondo resonance dips. As a result, at the center of the Kondo resonance, even if the unitary Kondo limit is reached, G can be greater than e 2 =h. The center and the width of the Kondo resonance is governed by Eq. (6) and e 2 =C in , respectively. This spin-dependent behavior results 3 . Calculated GB and G B around a magnetic field B 0 (1 T). GB matches well the experimental data.
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from the type (i) trajectory and multiple extended edge states (i.e., the sign of T ). Our predictions on G B may be tested by measuring conductance and higher cumulants of counting statistics such as shot noise [24] , which can resolve G into G " and G # .
In the broad range of many AB periods, as B increases, the spin-down antidot state becomes more strongly coupled to the extended states (M; M 0 ) and then eventually disappears. Then, GB decreases from 2e 2 =h to e 2 =h, and the Kondo effect may become enhanced at first and then suppressed. Our model can also naturally explain h=2e AB oscillations without any Kondo signature at higher B 3 T [9] where the spin-up antidot state is decoupled with all extended edge states. Finally, we note that as a Kondo resonance is crossed by increasing B, the total electron spin of the ground state decreases [see Fig. 2(a) ]. To understand the microscopic origin of this behavior, we perform a Hartree-Fock (HF) calculation [25] , in which the electron antidot system is transformed into a system confining holes by the mapping c m ! h We use an inverse bell-shape confinement potential such as ar 2 for r < r c and b c=r 2 for r > r c , so that hole states near the edge are affected by the 1=r 2 potential. Our HF calculation with about 50 confined holes shows that there appear the ground state transitions from jN # ; N " i to jN # ÿ 1; N " 1i with increasing B when the curvature of the confinement potential near the edge of the system is negative. jN # ; N " i is a maximum density droplet state [25] with N " spin-up and N # spin-down holes (N # > N " due to the Zeeman energy) and the droplet size is 2N # p l B . The transitions, where the total electron spin decreases, occur because for the negative-curvature potential, the total confinement energy of holes increases faster than the total Coulomb energy as B increases. This causes the hole droplet to minimize its size. Although the HF calculation with a relatively small number of holes cannot be directly compared with large-size antidots, it demonstrates the existence of the spin-flip ground state transition.
To conclude, we have constructed a capacitive model which can describe many-body antidot states in integer quantum Hall regimes, and predicted Coulomb blockade and characteristic AB oscillations with the Kondo effect. Our model may be applicable to large-size quantum dots or rings in 2 quantum Hall regimes [26] as well.
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